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Abstract

Through the integration of results from an imaging analysis of intracellular trafficking of
labelled neurosecretory vesicles in chromaffin cells, we develop a Markov state model to
describe their transport and binding kinetics. Our simulation results indicate that a
spatial redistribution of neurosecretory vesicles occurs upon secretagogue stimulation
leading vesicles to the plasma membrane where they undergo fusion thereby releasing
adrenaline and noradrenaline. Furthermore, we find that this redistribution alone can
explain the observed up-regulation of vesicle transport upon stimulation and its
directional bias towards the plasma membrane. Parameter fitting indicates that in the
deeper compartment within the cell, vesicle transport is asymmetric and characterised
by a bias towards the plasma membrane. We also find that crowding of neurosecretory
vesicles undergoing directed transport explains the observed accelerated recruitment of
freely diffusing vesicles into directed transport upon stimulation.

Keywords: intracellular transport, secretion, neurosecretory vesicles, regulated 1

exocytosis, cytoskeleton 2

Introduction 3

Neuroendocrine chromaffin cells in the adrenal medulla are a model system to study the 4

exocytosis of secretory vesicles (SVs) which is preceded by their transport from the 5

Golgi apparatus to their site of exocytosis on the plasma membrane [1]. Defects in this 6

process have been tied to a range of neurodegenerative diseases [2] by mechanism that 7

are not yet fully elucidated [3]. The highly crowded and stochastic nature of the 8

cytoplasm, however, represents a major difficulty in exploring intracellular transport 9

systems and as a result many of the mechanisms involved in bringing vesicles towards 10

the plasma membrane remain elusive [1]. 11

Microtubules and actin filaments perform a vital role in the transport of secretory 12

vesicles and can be considered the tracks of the intracellular transport network [4]. 13

They are semi-flexible and some of them can be several µm in length. 14

In the central region of the cytoplasm both systems of cytoskeleton filaments, 15

F-actin and microtubules, are involved in the cytoplasmic transport of secretory 16

granules [5–7] through molecular motor proteins. In this cellular region microtubules are 17
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mostly aligned radially while close to the cortex their density is lower and they align 18

tangentially with the cortex [6]. In the periphery of the cell, transport along the actin 19

filament network occurs through processive molecular motors such as 20

myosin-V [8, 9] [1, 10] and non-processive such as Myosin-II [11]. Recruitment of SVs to 21

the cortical actin network occurs via the action of Myosin-VI short-insert isoform which 22

has both a processive and a non-processive function [12]. 23

The sketch shown in Fig 1 shows the cytoplasm of chromaffin cells with 24

neurosecretory vesicles immersed in and occasionally transported along microtubules 25

(thick lines) or actin filaments (thin lines). In addition to its role as a barrier between 26

the cytoplasm and the active sites [13,14] the cortical actin network has an active role 27

in exocytosis. It contributes to the transport of SVs in the periphery of the cell [15], 28

facilitates the transport of SVs through the cellular cortex towards the sites of 29

exocytosis and it also contributes mechanically to the exocytosis [16,17]. 30

Vesicles undergoing directed motion along microtubules often cover relatively large 31

distances [18]. Some vesicles exhibit a restricted behaviour [19] termed ”caged”, which 32

is generally associated to anchoring to the actin meshwork [12]. It has also been 33

suggested that within the dense actin meshwork, secretory vesicles can become 34

effectively trapped and hence also display caged behaviour [18]. 35

central peripheralsubcortical

Fig 1. Sketch of secretory vesicle transport between the Golgi apparatus (brown) and
the cortical actomyosin network in chromaffin cells. Microtubules are shown as thick
blue curves, actin filaments as thinner fibres. Secretory vesicle currently undergoing
transport are represented by the lighter coloured spheres with arrows denoting the
direction of transport whereas the darker orange spheres represent vesicles that are
freely diffusing in the cytoplasm.

In [19] Live-cell imaging of nicotine stimulated bovine adrenal chromaffin cells was 36

used to track the motion of secretory vesicles in 3-dimensions by confocal microscopy. 37

Vesicles were categorised as undergoing either directed, free or caged motion and 38

according to their distance from the plasma membrane. The measured transition rates 39

implied that upon nicotine stimulation, cells spatially adjust their secretory vesicle 40

pools and that upon stimulation both the fraction of vesicles undergoing directed 41

transport increases as well as the rate by which vesicles enter directed transport – both 42

contributing to the efficient replenishment of the pools of releasable vesicles. What 43

feedback mechanisms, however, trigger those adjustments is not currently known. 44

The aim of this study is to introduce a quantitative description of secretory vesicle 45

transport in chromaffin cells that is well adapted to the available data. Our goal is to 46

show that spatial redistribution of vesicles can trigger the observed up-regulation of 47
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directed transported upon stimulation. 48

Modelling studies of intracellular transport have so far focused on transport along 49

and within bundles of fibres [20–23]. On the other hand cytoplasmic vesicle transport as 50

part of the secretory pathway has not received much attention from modellers so far: 51

In [24] the biochemical reaction network underlying exocytosis has been modelled 52

through a system of rate equations. Agent based models have been considered in 53

various studies such as in [25] which focuses on simulation methods, as well as in [26] on 54

spatial aspects of vesicular sorting into different compartments and in [27] on aspects of 55

pattern formation. 56

Mathematical modelling of the transport of secretory vesicles in chromaffin cells has 57

so far been focusing on arrival and release statistics. Amperometric techniques make it 58

possible to record the discrete arrival times of newly trafficked vesicles at the plasma 59

membrane and hence provide insight into the underlying nature of the secretory 60

pathway. In [28] it was shown that these arrival times follow a non-Poissonian 61

probability distribution suggesting that there is an active recruitment process 62

underlying the replenishment of releasable vesicles upon stimulation. More specifically, 63

through the coupling of an attractive harmonic potential to a random process modelling 64

vesicle migration, key aspects of arrival time statistics could be explained. Nevertheless, 65

such a phenomenological model does not have the potential to link this effect to 66

structural properties of the intracellular environment. 67

In order to address this issue, a recent study [29] suggested a system of 68

advection-diffusion equations [30] as a tool to explore the various features of 69

up-regulation of directed vesicle transport reported in [19]. It was found that spatial 70

redistribution triggered by nicotine stimulation explains the observed bias toward 71

outward transport as compared to inward transport upon stimulation. The parameter 72

space for this class of models, however, turned out to be too high-dimensional 73

prohibiting meaningful parameter fitting given the limited amount of available data [19]. 74

As a consequence, this study could not address the question whether and under which 75

additional assumptions the spatial redistribution that occurs upon stimulation can 76

explain other more intricate aspects of up-regulation such as the much larger overall 77

fraction of vesicles undergoing directed transport and the accelerated recruitment into 78

directed transport. 79

In our study we construct a conceptually simpler Markov state model to address 80

these questions. This allows for a direct incorporation of the transition rates which are 81

reported in [19] individually for each of the three spatial compartments: central, 82

subcortical and peripheral. 83

We indeed find that the Markov chain based on the reported transition rates 84

predicts spatial redistribution upon stimulation. Adding the additional assumption 85

obtained through parameter fitting that the transport network in the central part of the 86

cell has an outward bias, we find that this amplifies the overall fraction of vesicles 87

undergoing directed transport in agreement with observations. We illustrate the 88

underlying mechanism using an even simpler minimal Markov state model. 89

We also find that spatial redistribution accelerates the transition rates into directed 90

transport as reported in [19] provided that the capacity of transport fibres is limited. 91

Preliminary experimental results 92

In [19] bovine adrenal chromaffin cells were imaged using time-lapse z-stack confocal 93

imaging. A number of equatorial slices in the x-y plane of chromaffin cells were imaged 94

so that 20% of the cell’s latitudinal range was covered. As a consequence, most of the 95

secretory vesicle activity occurred within the imaged region. Individual vesicles were 96

then tracked and the growth of each trajectory’s mean square displacement as a 97

function of time - sub-linear, linear or supra-linear - was used to categorize them as 98
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either caged, free or directed. Comparing vesicles in control and in nicotine stimulated 99

cells, the following key findings were reported: 100

1. Up-regulation of directed transport: Upon stimulation the fraction of vesicles 101

undergoing directed motion grows from roughly 38% to 52% (Fig 1E in [19] which 102

is reproduced in Fig 2E). 103

2. Bias towards outward transport: While vesicle transport is unbiased in control 104

cells, in stimulated cells the ratio of outward vs. inward transport is roughly 2:1 105

(Fig 3S and 3T in [19]). 106

In addition to categorising vesicle trajectories, the transitions of vesicles from one 107

motile state to another were recorded in trajectories spanning periods of 2 minutes. One 108

of the key observations was that 109

3. stimulation leads to a three-fold increase of the rate by which vesicles transition 110

from free (unbiased random walk) motion to directed motion (Fig 3H in [19] 111

reproduced in Fig 2A). 112

Fig 2. Statistics of tracked vesicles reported in [19]. (A) Figures 3H (with rates
per 2 min) in [19]: average transition rates from free to directed motile state in control
and stimulation. (B) Figures 3B (with rates per 2 min) in [19]: average transition rates
from caged to directed motile state in control and stimulation. (C) Figure 2C in [19]:
Proportions of vesicle motile behaviour in spatial bands of radial width 0.5 µm. (D)
Data in Fig 2C from [19] averaged within the three spatial compartments. (E) Figure 1E
in [19]: Percentages of secretory vesicles in each motile state in control and stimulation.

Moreover, determining the transition rates within spatial bands of radial width 0.5 113

µmrevealed three functionally distinct ring-shaped spatial compartments (visualised in 114

Figure 1): the peripheral (0.5-1.5 µm distance from cell membrane), subcortical (1.5-2.5 115

µm) and central (2.5 - 5.0 µm). Note that when determining the average transition 116

rates for these compartments we omit the outermost radial band right at the cortex 117

which is mostly populated by caged vesicles. Fig 3 provides the transition rates reported 118

in Fig.3J-R in [19] (per 2 minutes) converted to numerical values per 1 minute as well as 119

a sketch of the underlying 3-motile-states model. 120
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B

Fig 3. (A) Experimentally observed transition rates. Table of transition rates
reported in [19]. (B) Graphical sketch of 3-state Markov chain model (Ci(aged),
Di(irected), Fi(ree)) for single spatial compartments i = 1, 2, 3.

They provide at least speculative insight into the underlying architecture of the 121

intracellular transport network: The higher free-to-directed transition rate in the 122

subcortical compartment suggests the presence of a higher density of cytoskeleton fibres 123

in this region. Another observation is that the free-to-caged transition rate is 124

significantly elevated in the peripheral region which might reflect a relatively higher 125

density of the peripheral actin meshwork [31]. The higher caged-to-directed transition 126

rate in the subcortical compartment as compared to the practically identical rates in the 127

central and peripheral ones suggests that the microtubules and actin meshwork are both 128

dense in this compartment or that they achieve significant overlap. 129

The directed-to-free transition rates are relatively higher in the central and 130

peripheral compartments in comparison to the subcortical rate. We hypothesise that 131

this is due to the higher number of microtubules terminating within these regions by 132

which the faster off-rates there might also reflect the detachment of vesicles after 133

reaching the ”end of the track”. Another interesting observation from Fig 3 is that the 134

caged-to-free transition rate is relatively higher in the central compartment, whereas 135

free-to-caged rate is the lowest in the central compartment. This might be evidence that 136

recently synthesised vesicles might enter the transport network as initially caged vesicles 137

which is supported by the literature [32]. 138

Materials and methods 139

Our goal is to develop a Markov state model based on the transition rates listed in 140

Fig 3. In [19] these have been published for stimulated cells, but not for control cells. 141

We will therefore assume that the transition rates listed in Fig 3 in principle are valid 142

irrespective of stimulation vs non-stimulation. Note that in the context of our model, 143

this implies that stimulation does not structurally alter the characteristics of how 144

secretory vesicles behave in the cytoplasm, and especially interact with the cytoskeleton. 145

We will show that such a model is able to explain the key experimental observations 146

listed above. Spatial inhomogeneity of the cytoskeleton, specifically the non-uniform 147

spatial distribution of outward vs inwards directed vesicle transport, coupled with the 148

spatial redistribution of vesicles upon stimulation, will trigger up-regulation of outward 149

transport and of overall transport as listed above. We refer to this mechanism as the 150

”acceleration through spatial redistribution” hypothesis. We will start by introducing a 151

minimal (”toy”) model in order to provide an intuitive initial illustration of the 152

mechanism. 153
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Minimal 4-state model 154

The following 4-state continuous time Markov chain visualised in Fig 4 provides a proof 155

of concept for the ”acceleration through spatial redistribution” hypothesis. 156

Fig 4. Graphical sketch of the minimal 4-state model.

In this simple model vesicles exist in one of four states, respectively spatial 157

compartments: They are generated at the Golgi apparatus (G), from where they might 158

engage in outward – visualised as right-directed – transport (R) towards the cell cortex 159

(C). Vesicles at the cortex engage in in-ward – shown as left-directed (L) – transport 160

and ultimately arrive back at the Golgi. Alternatively, vesicle at the cortex may enter 161

the pathway towards exocytosis with rate ζ. This pathway acts as a sink whereas the 162

cell’s synthesis of vesicles near the Golgi represents a source of new secretory vesicles. 163

We assume that vesicle synthesis is regulated by feedback mechanisms which aim at 164

maintaining a given number of Ḡ vesicles at the Golgi apparatus. 165

This gives rise to the system of rate equations 166

Ġ(t) = µ(Ḡ−G)− κgr G(t) + κlg L(t) ,

Ċ(t) = κrcR(t)− κcl C(t)− ζ C(t) ,

Ṙ(t) = κgr G(t)− κrcR(t) ,

L̇(t) = κcl C(t)− κlg L(t) .

(1)

In order to verify the up-regulation through spatial redistribution hypothesis, we take ζ 167

as zero in a control cell and assume that stimulated cells are characterised by ζ > 0. In 168

our assessment we only consider the steady state solution (for details see supplementary 169

section S1 Steady state solution of the minimal 4-state model) where µ is large, i.e. 170

where G = Ḡ and 171

C =
κgr

ζ + κcl
G , R =

κgr
κrc

G , L =
κgrκcl

κlg(ζ + κcl)
G . (2)

In the context of this minimal model up-regulation of outward transport is characterised 172

by how R
L depends on ζ, namely 173

R

L
=
κlg
κrc

(
1 +

ζ

κcl

)
, (3)

which increases monotonically as a function of ζ since all transition rates are positive. 174

This shows that the minimal model predicts a bias towards outward transport in 175

response to stimulation. Note that the decrease of the number of vesicles in L is 176

triggered by a preceding decrease in the compartment C (see (2)). In this sense the 177

observed up-regulation is a consequence of the adjustment of the spatial distribution 178

upon stimulation. 179
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Note that to mimic a ratio of R : L ∼ 1 which is observed in control cells (ζ small) 180

the rates κlg and κrc, which both represent off-rates from vesicle transport, are required 181

to be approximately equal as a consequence of (3). 182

Up-regulation of directed transport upon stimulation, on the other hand, is 183

characterised by the ratio R+L
G+C , which – at steady state – is given by 184

R+ L

G+ C
=
κgr
κrc

(
1 +

1

κlg

αγ − βν
α+ ζ

)
, (4)

where ν = κgr − κcl, β = 1
2 (κrc + κlg), α = κgr + κcl, γ = 1

2 (κrc− κlg). Note that α and 185

β are both positive. Therefore, the minimal model predicts up-regulation of directed 186

transport only if ν > 0 and/or γ < 0. The fact that we need κrc ∼ κlg for an 1:1 ratio of 187

right and left moving vesicles in control suggests γ ∼ 0 and therefore we require ν > 0. 188

Interpreting the on-rates κgr and κcl as representatives of effective fibre densities - 189

the more cytoskeleton fibres and motor proteins moving in the right direction are 190

available, the larger the respective on-rates – the result that ν > 0 indicates that there 191

should be a higher net density of fibres triggering outward transport as compared to 192

fibres resulting in transport away from the cortex. It is worth noticing that small κcl 193

favours both, up-regulation of directed transport in (4) and a strong bias towards 194

outward transport (R/L, see (3)) upon stimulation. 195

Finally, it is important to note that there is an inherent asymmetry in this minimal 196

model. Specifically, only transitions from the spatially interior state G to right directed 197

motion are considered and not vice versa. Similarly, we only consider transitions from 198

the spatially outward state C to left directed motion and not vice versa. This restriction 199

makes sense for a simplified model thought to be coarse-graining a more intricate 200

underlying system. In the following development of the full Markov state model we 201

consider three spatial compartments with bi-directional transitions modelling vesicle 202

attachment and detachment from cytoskeleton fibres and molecular motors. The 203

asymmetry of the minimal model will be replaced by transitions between spatial 204

compartments modelling directed transport. 205

Markov state model 206

Our goal is to formulate a mathematical model which explains the key experimental 207

observations reported in [19]. To this end we refine the minimal model visualised in 208

figure 4 by adding spatial compartments building on the measured rates listed in Fig 3. 209

We represent the spatial distribution of vesicles by assigning them to one of the 210

three compartments central (i=1), subcortical (i=2) and peripheral (i=3), which mimics 211

the terminology used in [19]. 212

In each spatial compartment vesicles are either in state Fi (diffusing freely in the 213

cytoplasm), Ci (caged, i.e. undergoing random, though spatially restricted motion) or 214

undergoing directed motion in state Ri (towards the cell periphery usually visualised on 215

the right) or Li (towards the cell centre usually visualised on the left). 216

217
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Fig 5. Visualisation of Markov states with intra-compartmental transitions
(A) and inter-compartmental transitions (B).

Figure 5A provides a visualisation of the transitions occurring within the individual 218

spatial compartments of the model. Note that the experimental study only provides 219

information about the rates by which either free or caged vesicles engage in directed 220

transport, but not about the direction of transport (Fig 3). 221

For this reason we introduce the structural parameter 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1 for each of the 222

three spatial compartments i = 1, 2, 3. The role of this parameter is to determine how 223

the experimentally recorded on-rates into directed transport κifd and κicd from figure 3 224

distribute into outward (right) and inward (left) transport. Using the structural 225

parameters we write the transition rates from the free and caged states into either left 226

or right transport shown in Fig 5A as 227

κ̄ifr = ρi κ
i
fd ,

κ̄ifl = (1− ρi)κifd ,
κ̄icr = ρi κ

i
cd ,

κ̄icl = (1− ρi)κicd .
(5)

Here we use the overbar notation to indicate that these rates will be further modified 228

below. One way of interpreting the factors ρi is as the fraction of fibres within one of 229

the spatial compartments along which vesicles will be transported outwards vs inwards. 230

This implies that ρi does not reflect the concentration of fibres within the respective 231

spatial compartment. Instead the rates κifd are likely to reflect the net fibre densities in 232

any given compartment. 233

Similar considerations for off-rates are not necessary, so we assume that 234

κirf = κilf = κidf and κirc = κilc = κidc (6)

for all three spatial compartments i = 1, 2, 3, i.e. the experimentally observed off-rates 235

from directed transport reported in figure 3 taken from [19] are used irrespective of the 236

direction of transport. 237

In order to connect the so-far isolated spatial compartments sketched in Fig 5A, we 238

introduce additional transitions accounting for the random and directed motion of 239

vesicles. The mean square displacement per time of free vesicle trajectories in 3D has 240

been determined in [19] (Fig S1) as 0.75 µm2/min. Assuming an average distance of 241

1.7 µm between our three, linearly aligned, spatial compartments this suggests a 242
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inter-compartment transition rate of δ = (0.75/6)/1.72 min−1 ≈ 0.04 min−1 to account 243

for random motion of free vesicles. The corresponding transitions between the states of 244

free vesicles in neighbouring compartments are visualised in Fig 5B as bidirectional 245

arrows. 246

We also include uni-directional transitions between the directed states in order to 247

represent directed transport of secretory vesicles. In Fig 5B these are shown as blue 248

arrows. Instantaneous maximal vesicle speeds of up to 0.05 µm s−1 have been reported 249

in [19]. This would suggest transition rates of 0.05× 60/1.7 ≈ 1.8 min−1. In steady state 250

solutions of the Markov state model, however, these fast transition rates would result in 251

vesicles pooling at the states R3 and L1 which is not supported by observations [19]. 252

Instead, we assume that vesicles achieve maximal speeds only intermittently and 253

estimate the transition rate of vesicles undergoing directed transport as τ = 0.15 min−1. 254

Description Symbol Value Reference

Inter-compartmental
transition of free
vesicles

δ 0.04 min−1 Figure S1 in [19].

Transition into exocy-
tosis pathway (control)

ζctr 0.0 min−1 Estimated

Transition into exocy-
tosis pathway (stimu-
lated cells)

ζstim 0.15 min−1 Estimated

Directed spatial transi-
tion

τ 0.15 min−1 Estimated

Outward vs inward
transport

ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 0.75, 0.6, 0.4 Estimated (see supple-
mentary section Fitting
of structural parame-
ters)

Repression (crowding)
coefficients

R̂i, L̂i (i = 1, 2, 3) 0.2 Estimated

Table 1. Parameter values

Additional transitions embed the Markov State model (visualised in Fig 5B within 255

the life-cycle of secretory vesicles. We model vesicle synthesis as an in-flux of vesicles 256

into C1 (the caged pool close to the Golgi apparatus) with rate µ(C̄1 − C1). At steady 257

state this term effectively imposes the constant value C̄1 on the number of vesicles in 258

C1, so for our purposes µ is an arbitrary large value which has no effect on the steady 259

state solutions and C̄1 is an arbitrary constant which factors out of the steady state 260

solution after we normalise either by the total number of vesicles in the system or in the 261

respective spatial compartment. Having vesicles enter the system through the caged 262

node C1 as opposed to the central node of free vesicles F1 reflects our hypothesis 263

(supported by [32]) that vesicles travel through an actin meshwork adjacent to the Golgi 264

upon entering the system. 265

266

Finally, as in the minimal 4 state model, we model the onset of the pathway through 267

which vesicles undergo exocytosis by an outgoing-transition (rate) from the pool of 268

caged vesicles in compartment i = 3 (peripheral) denoted by ζ. This reflects the role the 269

actin cortex plays in the exocytosis pathway [31]. With these parameter values, 270

especially with the estimated values for τ and ζ steady state simulations of stimulated 271

cells exhibit relative shares of vesicles (free, caged and undergoing directed motion) 272

Fig 7A which coincide well with measured values from [19] visualised in Fig 2C and D. 273

Note that the full system of rate equations corresponding to the Markov chain shown in 274
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Fig 5 is shown in supplementary section S2 Governing Equations. 275

Fitting of structural parameters 276

We determine the structural parameters ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3 (see Table 1) by fitting
(least-squares) the predicted ratios of right vs left moving vesicles denoted by Φζ and
the predicted ratio of directed motion vs random motion denoted by Ψζ . These
quantities are given by

Φζ =

∑3
i=1(Rζi + Lζi )∑3
i=1(F ζi + Cζi )

and Ψζ =

∑3
i=1R

ζ
i∑3

i=1 L
ζ
i

,

where i is the spatial compartment index and Rζi , L
ζ
i , F

ζ
i and Cζi are the steady state 277

abundances for a given exocytosis rate ζ. 278

We take into account the deviations of those quantities from the observed ones for 279

both, stimulated cells and control cells. The error functional which we minimise is 280

therefore given by 281

E =
(
Φζstim − Φobs

stim

)2
+
(
Φζctr − Φobs

ctr

)2
+
(
Ψζstim −Ψobs

stim

)2
+
(
Ψζctr −Ψobs

ctr

)2
, (7)

where the experimentally observed values are given by Φobs
ctr = 0.38/0.62 ≈ 0.6, 282

Φobs
stimu = 0.52/0.48 ≈ 1.1 (see Fig 2E) as well as Ψobs

ctr = 1.0, Ψobs
stimu = 2.0. 283

Modelling of carrying capacities 284

Steady state simulation results with the constant transition rates (5), however, are not 285

consistent with the threefold increase in the average free-to-directed transition rate 286

observed upon stimulation (Fig 2A). Spatial redistribution alone cannot account for this 287

since the slowest - among all spatial compartments – reported transition rate κifd in 288

stimulation is 0.2 min−1 (Fig 3), whereas the average rate reported in control is 289

0.1 min−1 (Fig 2A, which reports rates per 2 min). 290

We hypothesise that the observed increase in the average free-to-directed transition 291

rate upon stimulation is a consequence of the global decrease in vesicle abundance 292

occurring at stimulation. We therefore suggest that in control transitions are slowed 293

down by crowding of vesicles undergoing directed transport. 294

We use Hill functions (for a repressor [33]) to model the limiting effect of carrying 295

capacities on all other transition rates into directed transport by the following 296

correction factors 297

αi(Ri) =
1

1 +
(Ri−R

ζstim
i )+

R̂i

and βi(Li) =
1

1 +
(Li−L

ζstim
i )+

L̂i

for i = 1, 2, 3 . (8)

The Hill functions are parametrised by the repression coefficients R̂i and L̂i 298

(i = 1, 2, 3). To ensure that this modification does not alter the steady state population 299

sizes in stimulation, Rζstimi and Lζstimi , we include these values in the correction factors 300

(8) taking only the positive part of Ri −Rζstimi and Li − Lζstimi , respectively. 301

It obviously appears problematic to include steady state abundances in stimulation 302

in the correction factors. To remove these dependencies one might rewrite the correction 303

factors as a classical Hill function with two constants, namely αi(Ri) = µi/(1 +Ri/νi) 304

(for Ri > Rζstimi ) and analogous expressions for βi. Nevertheless, such rewriting of the 305

correction is not required to run the simulations and it would render our choice of 306

parameters less transparent. We therefore keep the notation used in (8). 307
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Note that applying the correction factors (8) to the transition rates (5) would also 308

slow down transitions from the pool of caged vesicles into transport states. Reported 309

transition rates from caged into directed motion (averaged among spatial 310

compartments), however, only exhibit minor variation between control and stimulation 311

(Fig 2A). We argue that for caged vesicles the speed-up in response to less crowding 312

along transport fibres upon stimulation might be compensated by faster turnover of the 313

actomyosin cortex upon stimulation [31] which could prevent a large fraction of caged 314

vesicles from binding to fibre-motor-protein complexes. 315

As a consequence we keep the peripheral caged-to-directed transition rates 316

unmodified, while rescaling all rates listed in (5) as follows 317

κ1fr = κ̄1fr α1 , κ1fl = κ̄1fl β1 , κ1cr = κ̄1cr α1 , κ1cl = κ̄1cl β1 ,

κ2fr = κ̄2fr α2 , κ2fl = κ̄2fl β2 , κ2cr = κ̄2cr α2 , κ2cl = κ̄2cl β2 ,

κ3fr = κ̄3fr α3 , κ3fl = κ̄3fl β3 , κ3cr = κ̄3cr , κ3cl = κ̄3cl .
(9)

In the absence of more detailed data, and since we only seek to provide a preliminary 318

proof of concept for the idea that crowding can explain the 3-fold speed-up of 319

transitions from free to directed (Fig 2A) we choose a single constant for the repression 320

coefficients (see Table 1). 321

Also note that to keep the fitting procedure simple we do not reassess the structural 322

parameters ρi, i = 1, 2, 3 with the modified transition rates. Indeed they only have a 323

minor effect on the capacity of the model to correctly predict up-regulation of outward 324

and total transport as shown below in section Spatial redistribution can explain both, 325

up-regulation of directed transport and bias towards the plasma membrane. 326

Results 327

Stimulated exocytosis triggers spatial rearrangement of 328

chromaffin vesicles. 329

We numerically compute the steady state solutions of the Markov state model visualised 330

in Fig 5 with the rates (9) and (6). 331

Fig 6. Simulated steady state probability distributions of vesicles in control (A) and
upon stimulation (B), both normalised so they admit a probabilistic interpretation.

In simulated control cells, the steady state distribution of vesicles (Fig 6A) is 332

characterised by a large portion of vesicles (of about 38%) being pooled in the caged 333

state at the cortex. In the corresponding steady state distribution for a stimulated cell 334

(Fig 6), this pool of vesicles ready to enter the pathway leading to exocytosis is largely 335

reduced. This results in caged vesicles being distributed more evenly between the three 336

spatial compartments upon stimulation with most of them now being located in the 337
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central region of the cell. All together this accounts for a significant shift in the spatial 338

distribution of vesicles from the cell periphery to the cell centre as a consequence of the 339

permanent out-flux of vesicles at the cortex in response to secretagogue stimulation. 340

From the results of Fig 6 we extract the intra-compartmental proportions for a 341

stimulated cell which are visualised in Fig 7A and qualitatively agree with the 342

experimentally recorded intra-compartmental proportions shown Fig 2C and D. 343

Fig 7. Steady state simulation results: A Percentages of secretory vesicles in each
motile state (stimulation). B Percentages of secretory vesicles in each directed (right vs
left).C Intra-compartmental proportions in stimulated cells. D Aggregated transition
rates from free to directed motion. E Aggregated transition rates from caged to
directed motion.

Spatial redistribution can explain both, up-regulation of 344

directed transport and bias towards the plasma membrane 345

Our model predicts an increase from 29% to 47% in the share of vesicles undergoing 346

directed transport in stimulated cells vs control (Fig 7B). This compares well with the 347

experimental data reproduced in Fig 2E. Likewise the rate of outward moving vesicles 348

vs. inward moving vesicles increases from about 1:1 in control to about 2:1 in 349

stimulated cells (Fig 7C) which also coincides with the data reported in [19]. 350

The vesicle distributions in Fig 6 reveal that upon stimulation the relative 351

abundance of vesicles moving outwards (blue) increases in the central and subcortical 352

compartment. On the other hand the relative abundance of vesicles moving inwards 353

(yellow) decreases in the peripheral compartment, though to a lesser extent. Both 354

effects contribute to the up-regulation of total and outward directed transport. They 355

are both triggered by spatial redistribution of vesicles upon stimulation since the states 356

in which most of the redistribution takes place are those which precede states of direct 357

motion: from C1 and F1 vesicles transition into R1 – and later R2 and R3, from C3 358

they transition into L3 – and later back into L2 and L1. 359

This mechanism is overshadowed by the dense network of potential transitions in the 360

Markov State model Fig 5 and so it is easier to understand it in the context of the 361

minimal model Fig 4. This simpler model also features redistribution of non-moving 362

vesicles upon stimulation, namely through the number of vesicles in state C(ortex) 363

which decreases upon stimulation (ζ large) according to Eq (2). As a consequence, upon 364
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stimulation the number of vesicles in the state L(eft) also decreases, since C is the only 365

state from which vesicles transition into L. This readily explains the increase of the 366

ratio R:L under stimulation (see Eq (3)) in the minimal model. It also indicates that in 367

the full Markov state model the mechanism which drives the increase of the ratio of 368

outward vs inward transport upon stimulation is the redistribution of caged and free 369

vesicles upon stimulation. 370

The mechanism which drives the up-regulation of the total share of vesicles 371

undergoing directed transport is more obscure. For the minimal model we have 372

concluded that up-regulation of total directed transport requires ν = κgr − κcl > 0 in 373

Eq (4) (or alternatively γ < 0 which we ruled out assuming that 2γ = κrc − κlg = 0). In 374

other words, the rate by which vesicles enter the state representing transport to the 375

R(ight) should be faster than the corresponding rate by which vesicles enter the state 376

L(eft). Again the underlying mechanism is triggered by the redistribution of 377

non-moving cells upon stimulation which decreases the number of vesicles in C(ortex). 378

If the rates, κgr and κcl, were equal (i.e. ν = 0), then the ratio of L:C (Eq 12) and R:G 379

(Eq 11) would be same before and after stimulation prohibiting upregulation of total 380

transport represented by (R+ L)/(G+ C) (Eq (4)). However, with the rate to enter L 381

being smaller than the one to enter R, the decrease in C has a relatively smaller effect 382

on R+L than on G+C and the share of vesicles undergoing directed transport increases. 383

Fig 8. Heatmap plots of the predictive error (7) with respect to up-regulation of
total and right vs left transport for different values of the structural parameters ρ1, ρ2
and ρ3.

Outward directed structural bias of the central transport 384

network promotes overall up-regulation of directed transport 385

upon stimulation. 386

Least squares fitting of the three structural parameters ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3 (Fig 8) by 387

minimising the error functional (7) shows that in order for the model to correctly predict 388

the observed up-regulation of both, outward and total directed transport, the structural 389

parameters ρ1 and/or ρ2 are required to have an outward bias (> 0.6). This observation 390

is reminiscent of the requirement that κgr > κcl in the minimal model. It indicates that 391

in the central and sup-peripheral part of the cell the vesicles’ propensity to engage in 392

outward directed transport is higher than to engage in in-ward transport. Note that 393

these parameters are phenomenological, they do not indicate whether this effect is 394

caused by the density of outward-transport fibres in the central and subcortical regions 395

being relatively higher than the density of inward-transport fibres, or – alternatively – 396

by faster rates of attachment to outward directed fibre-motor combinations. 397
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What we conclude is that a cytoskeleton with a bias towards outward transport in 398

the central and subcortical regions will trigger an up-regulation of total and outward 399

vesicle transport in response to their spatial redistribution at stimulation. 400

Crowding limits entry into the vesicular transport network 401

towards the plasma membrane 402

We modelled crowding of cytoskeleton fibres through Hill-functions (8) in the on-rates 403

(9) since a straightforward Markov state model with constant transition rates according 404

to (5) would not be consistent with the reported 3-fold acceleration of transitions of free 405

vesicles into directed motion [19] (reprinted in Fig 2A) upon stimulation. 406

We fit a single, spatially uniform, repressor coefficient (Table 1) in a way such that - 407

at steady state - the average free-to-directed transition rate is 0.126 min−1 in control 408

(0.29 min−1 in stimulation) as compared to 0.27 min−1 (control) (0.3 min−1 in 409

stimulation) for the model with constant transition rates. The model with non-linear 410

transition rates modelling crowding therefore allows to reproduce the 3-fold speed-up of 411

transitions from free into directed motion (Fig 7D) observed experimentally (Fig 2A). 412

In agreement with the available data (Fig 2B) it predicts that the overall rate of 413

transitions from caged behavior into direction motion does not increase upon 414

stimulation (see Fig 7E). Note that this was only possible through the assumption that 415

crowding doesn’t affect the transitions from caged vesicles in the periphery into directed 416

(see (9)) motion which we believe could reflect the specific structure of the rapidly 417

turning over actomyosin cortex in stimulated cells. 418

The correction factors with the uniform repressor coefficients listed in Table 1 are 419

close to one in the central compartment, indicating that crowding in control is stronger 420

in the periphery of the cell. (the exact correction factors are visualised in supplementary 421

figure 10). Arguably our choice of the repressor coefficients is simplistic since we lack 422

sufficient data to perform more detailed parameter fitting. It is also for this reason that 423

we don’t perform a detailed sensitivity analysis of the repressor coefficients. Indeed 424

variations in the choice of the repressor coefficients change the magnitude of the 425

correction factors, the only robust feature being that the correction factors are closer to 426

one in the cell centre, whereas crowding is stronger in the periphery. The reason is that 427

most variation of vesicle abundance between control and stimulation is in the periphery 428

of the cell. In the cell centre, however, the model assumes the presence of feedback 429

mechanisms which regulate vesicle synthesis in a way such that vesicle abundance in the 430

cell centre hardly varies between control and stimulation. 431

Discussion 432

In this study we formulate a Markov transition state model which is closely aligned to 433

the data obtained from tracking secretory vesicles in chromaffin cells reported in [19]. 434

We model the asymmetry of directed transport due to the topological constraints of 435

the intracellular space: directed transport originating in the central compartment is 436

biased towards the cell periphery, transport of vesicles originating in the peripheral 437

compartment is towards the cell centre. In the Markov state model Fig 5B this is 438

implemented by the central compartment having only a single transport transition 439

(R1 → R2) directed towards the periphery, and by the peripheral compartment having 440

only one transport transition L3 → L2 directed towards the cell centre. 441

Steady state simulations of control and stimulated cells show that secretagogue 442

stimulation shifts the spatial distribution of secretory vesicles from the cell periphery 443

towards the central region of the cell. The spatial redistribution upon stimulation leads 444
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to a significant increase of the overall share of vesicles undergoing outward transport. 445

This agrees with observations [19] and with an earlier modelling study [29]. 446

In addition our study suggests that the spatial redistribution also triggers the 447

up-regulation of overall directed transport, i.e. irrespective of direction, observed in [19]. 448

The mechanism relies on the (on-)rates by which vesicles enter the states representing 449

outward transport being faster than the corresponding (on-)rates by which vesicles enter 450

the states associated to inward transport. (Alternatively the (off-)rates by which 451

vesicles leave the states representing outward transport could also be slower than the 452

corresponding rates by which vesicles leave the inward transport states). In this study 453

we illustrate this mechanism using the minimal model visualised in Fig 4. 454

For the full Markov state model Fig 5 parameter fitting shows that the required 455

asymmetry originates from the central (and - to a lesser extent - the subcortical) 456

compartment having a bias towards outward transport (ρ1 = 0.75 > 0.5, see Table 1). 457

This indicates that the up-regulation at stimulation is an in-built property of the cell’s 458

cytoskeleton architecture – fibre-motor assemblies in the central region of the cell 459

having a bias towards outward transport – and not necessarily triggered by molecular 460

feedback mechanisms. 461

Under the additional modelling assumption that the capacity of the cytoskeleton 462

fibres serving as transport tracks is limited in control through crowding, our model also 463

explains the observed accelerated recruitment of free vesicles (vesicles undergoing 464

unconstrained random walks) into directed transport. In which spatial compartment, 465

however, crowding is effective, is difficult to determine based on the published data. 466

The only conclusion we draw is that crowding has a significantly stronger effect in the 467

periphery of the cell as compared to the cell centre, since the steady state distribution 468

of vesicles in control is predominantly characterised by an accumulation of vesicles in 469

the periphery of the cell (see steady state distributions in absolute numbers shown in 470

supplementary Fig 9). 471

Conclusion 472

In this study we show that a mathematical model based on experimentally observed 473

transition rates [19] between motile states of secretory vesicles in chromaffin cells 474

predicts a spatial redistribution of vesicles and up-regulation of outward transport in 475

response to secretagogue stimulation. 476

We show that this spatial redistribution combined with spatial inhomogeneity of the 477

cellular transport network – a bias towards outward transport in the central region of 478

the cell – explains that upon stimulation a relatively larger share of vesicles undergoes 479

directed transport in agreement with experimental data. This indicates that the 480

up-regulation at stimulation is an in-built property of the cell’s cytoskeleton 481

architecture, and not necessarily triggered by molecular feedback mechanisms. 482

We also show that crowding of vesicle transport in control, i.e. in non-stimulated 483

cells, is sufficient to explain that the rate by which free vesicles engage in directed 484

transport is three-fold accelerated in stimulated cells [19]. 485

The mathematical model makes a series of testable predictions. While it does not 486

appear feasible to alternate the structure of the cytoskeleton in a way which changes the 487

directional bias of the transport network, manipulation of either plus end or minus end 488

directed molecular motors involved in vesicle transport could have a similar effect. Our 489

model predicts that if the cellular transport network has an inward bias, then the 490

fraction of vesicles undergoing directed transport will be reduced in stimulated cells. 491

What could be simpler is to limit the rate by which vesicles in stimulated cells 492

progress through the cortical actomyosin network to the site of exocytosis, e.g. through 493

cytoskeleton drugs or genetic manipulation. In this case the Markov state model 494
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predicts that the spatial redistribution is reduced and that the up-regulation of both 495

total and outward transport will be limited. 496

Finally our model also predicts that chromaffin cells with a reduced rate of secretory 497

vesicle biosynthesis will be less affected by crowding in the absence of secretagogue 498

stimulation because of a lower overall vesicle population. Therefore such non-stimulated 499

cells should exhibit the same fast vesicle transition rates from free motion into directed 500

motion as stimulated cells. 501

One limitation of this study is that it does not consider the details of the pathway by 502

which the actomyosin cortex recruits secretory vesicles and supports their progress 503

towards the active sites. Future research will address this question. Indeed not much is 504

known about the regulation mechanisms that couple cytoplasmic transport of 505

chromaffin vesicles and the regulation of exocytosis through the actin 506

cytoskeleton [11,18]. We believe that dynamic solutions of mathematical models such as 507

the one introduced in this study have the potential to give insight into those regulation 508

mechanisms, especially when combined with data on vesicle release statistics. Further, 509

they will provide insights for futures studies on other trafficking events including that of 510

autophagosomes [34] and synaptic vesicles in neurons [35]. 511

Supporting information 512

S1 Steady state solution of the minimal 4-state model. 513

The steady state solution of the system (1) satisfies the following equations,

G =
µḠ

κgr + µ
+

κlg
κgr + µ

L , (10)

R =
κgr
κrc

G , (11)

L =
κcl
κlg

C , (12)

C =
κrc

κcl + ζ
R . (13)

We can now express C and L in terms of G as follows,

C =
κgr

κcl + ζ
G , (14)

L =
κgrκcl

κlg(κcl + ζ)
G . (15)

Now we can combine (10), (15) to get the steady state solution for G in terms of Ḡ,

G = Ḡ
1

1 +
κgr
µ ·

1
1+

κcl
ζ

.

This is the steady state for the population size in state G. As mentioned in 514

section Minimal 4-state model it converges to Ḡ in the limit when the rate µ is large. 515

This complements the steady state abundances (11),(14) and (15). 516

S2 Governing Equations. 517

We provide below the full system of coupled differential equations describing the
Markov state model visualised in Figures (5)A and (5)B above using the modified rates
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from section Modelling of carrying capacities.

Ṙ1(t) = κ1frFi + κ1crC1 −
(
τ + κ1rf + κ1dc

)
R1

Ṙ2(t) = κ2frF2 + κ2crC2 + τR1 −
(
τ + κ2rf + κ2dc

)
R2

Ṙ3(t) = κ3frF3 + κ3crC3 + τR2 −
(
κ3rf + κ3dc

)
R3

Ċ1(t) = κ1fcF1 + κ1dc(R1 + L1)−
(
κ1cf + κ1cd

)
C1

Ċ2(t) = κ2fcF2 + κ2dc(R2 + L2)−
(
κ2cf + κ2cd

)
C2

Ċ3(t) = κ3fcF3 + κ3dc(R3 + L3)−
(
κ3cf + κ3cd + ζ

)
C3

Ḟ1(t) = κ1df (R1 + L1) + κ1cfCi −
(
κ1fc + κ1fd

)
F1 + δ(F2 − F1)

Ḟ2(t) = κ2df (R2 + L2) + κ2cfC2 −
(
κ2fc + κ2fd

)
F2 + δ(F3 − F2) + δ(F1 − F2)

Ḟ3(t) = κ3df (R3 + L3) + κ3cfC3 −
(
κ3fc + κ3fd

)
F3 + δ(F2 − F3)

L̇1(t) = κ1flF1 + κ1clC1 + τL2 −
(
κ1lf + κ1dc

)
L1

L̇2(t) = κ2flF2 + κ2clC2 + τL3 −
(
τ + κ2lf + κ2dc

)
L2

L̇3(t) = κ3flF3 + κ3clC3 −
(
τ + κ3lf + κ3dc

)
L3

S3 Steady state distributions, absolute values 518

Fig 9. Simulated steady state probability distribution of vesicles in control (A) and
upon stimulation (B), visualised with absolute values and C1 = 1.

Fig 10. (A) Control steady state distribution of vesicles in control with constant
transition rates (5) and visualised using absolute values (normalised such that C1 = 1).
(B) Crowding correction factors (8) in control.
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